
Marketing Associate (Remote, Part-Time)

Jennasis is looking for a creative, organized and ambitious Digital Marketing Associate
to assist in the development and implementation of digital marketing initiatives to
increase customer awareness, acquisition, and enhance customer support for clients
and Jennasis. This includes writing, scheduling, monitoring, reporting and analysis of
social media, email marketing, tracking and optimizing digital marketing programs for a
B2B and B2C environment, and web content campaigns across multiple platforms. The
successful candidate should be an energetic person with the ability to multitask and
prioritize projects to support marketing operations, detail-oriented and committed to
meeting tight deadlines.

The Marketing Associate will communicate with leadership and clients and must adhere
to company and client editorial style guides. Excellent writing, spelling, and
understanding of grammar are essential to the role.

Qualifications & Skills
● Excellent verbal and written communication skills
● Demonstrated experience working in sales or marketing team environment
● Creative and innovative thinker and planner
● Strong organizational and follow-up skills
● Confident in producing work across multiple platforms
● Able to multitask, prioritize, and manage time efficiently
● Self-motivated and self-directed
● Bachelor’s degree in business, marketing or related field preferred
● Ability to work independently or as an active member of a team
● Proficient computer skills, including Google Workspace and Microsoft Office Suite

(Word, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Excel)
● Good interpersonal skills and communication with all levels of management
● Strict adherence to company policies and style
● Ideal candidate will have a positive attitude and be a problem-solver

About Jennasis & Associates

THE COMPANY
Jennasis & Associates is a full-service marketing agency that provides scalable digital marketing
and business solutions for small-to-medium-sized businesses to help brands create more
meaningful relationships with their clients and consumers.
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What makes Jennasis unique is its design as a virtual agency. For more than 10 years, we’ve
hired remote associates across geographies, skill sets, and availability to work for a “lifestyle”
business. This enables Jennasis to not only maximize a diverse team of high-quality talent, but
operate a flexible and scalable model that constantly evolves and adapts to meet client
demands from small to large in an ever-changing digital market. We can provide innovative,
custom solutions whether a business needs the firm to supplement their marketing
department—or BE their marketing department.

THE CULTURE
Jennasis & Associates’ team of more than 30 professionals operates remotely across the
United States when and where is most suitable for each team member. Our virtual
model simultaneously supports a healthy “family-first” lifestyle while encouraging
professional creativity and innovation to meet the evolving, on-demand needs of
clients.

We have “FUN” with our best-fit associates who embody our culture’s core values:

● Focused: Focused at JA means displaying ambition to provide the best
work for our clients and colleagues on time and on budget; with a drive
for success, where we do not settle for second place; and accountability
to each other, where everyone is accountable for their contributions.

● United: United in JA is all for one, and one for all… we stop, collaborate
and listen so that we can understand assignments and client/ colleague
needs. By doing these things, we work hard to bring out the best in each
other so we can all grow together.

● Noble: Noble in JA starts with doing what you say. If you take
accountability for something, you complete it fully, to the best of your
ability- on time and on budget. Leading by example to complete projects
will ripple down to all team members. Lastly, being responsive to Asana
and Slack makes everyone’s life easier and gets things done faster.

TO APPLY:
Please visit https://www.jennasisassociates.com/joinus and submit your resume today!
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